CONSOLIDATED CAMPAIGN RULES
PLAYER AIDS FOR THE CAMPAIGNS OF NAPOLEON SERIES
Dick Vohlers has consolidated the rules for the NAB-series Campaign games into one series booklet, along with
exclusive booklets for each game in the series (except Struggle of Nations). With this new main booklet, players
no longer have to look at the Standard booklet, then the Battle rules, and then the Campaign rules.
In addition, those rules and tables that are truly "Exclusive" are either shown as exceptions in the main rules, or
collated into new, separate, Exclusive Rules booklets for each game. Thus, those booklets contain mostly setup
information, victory conditions, and lengthy rules that apply only to the given game (such as fortnights). Those
Exclusive Rules that are incorporated into the main rules are distinguished by colored text so that players can
scan for a given game easily. Generally, the color of the text used for each game is based on the color of the
game's box: for example, rose for TETE and green for SUA.
These rules also incorporate all known errata, and make some modifications to rules of some games so that
more recent system changes can be used with them. These Consolidated Rules are updated from the version
published here in 2003.
For newbies, the Standard/Campaign split is still the best way to learn the rules. However, the veterans of the
system may find these new consolidated rules more to their liking.
Caveat: We hope this approach will make it easier to play the games. However, these Consolidated Rules are
not "official" and we will not answer questions about their use. We will of course answer game questions
regarding the official rules published with the games, as amended in published Q&A.
The following files are available, all in PDF format:
The Consolidated Rules
The Consolidated Rules Sequence of Play
The Common Tables
Exclusive Rules and Tables for each of the following games:
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